. Heterogeneity of VV and LV numbers in PCa. VV and LV numbers heterogeneity among mono-and multi-focal PCa. Note that not all numbers sum up to 400 due to the missing data. Mono indicates monofocal PCa, multi-multifocal PCa, pts-patients. Categorization: CK5/6, CK14, vimentin, Bcl-2: neg -no expression, pos -weak to strong expression. CK8/18, CK19, E-cadherin, N-cadherin, EpCAM: neg -no or weak expression, pos -moderate or strong expression. ALDH1: neg -ALDH1 index score (i.e. intensity * % of the stained tumor cells) < mean, pos -ALDH1 index score >= mean. EGFR: neg -no to moderate expression, pos -strong expression. Loxl-2: : neg -no expression, weakly positive -weak expression, pos -moderate or strong expression. Ki67: neg -% of Ki-67-positive tumor cells < 1, pos -% of Ki-67-positive tumor cells >= 1. Apoptosis marker: neg -% of apoptosis markerpositive tumor cells < mean, pos -% of apoptosis marker-positive tumor cells >= mean. 
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